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For a limited time from  Bestselling Author Jeff Carson - Two fast paced David Wolf mystery-thrillers

at one low price!FOREIGN DECEIT (DAVID WOLF BOOK 1) - OVER 270 5-STAR

REVIEWS!Colorado Deputy Sergeant David Wolf's world is twisted when he receives word his

brother has committed suicide in the Alps of Italy. Devastation and resentment over his only sibling's

selfish act quickly gives way to a nagging suspicion that he isn't getting the whole truth. Conviction

alone is enough to pull Wolf from pressing events in his ski resort home of Rocky Points, Colorado,

to the entirely foreign land of Northern Italy, and into a more deadly situation than he could have

possibly imagined. With the help of a beautiful young officer of the Carabinieri, Wolf must piece

together what happened on that last fateful night of his brother's life without ruffling too many

feathers, or paying the ultimate price. A gritty tale of international mystery, Foreign Deceit is a

visceral adventure that will keep you guessing until the final pages. THE SILVERSMITH (DAVID

WOLF BOOK 2) - OVER 140 5-STAR REVIEWS!Deputy Sergeant David Wolf has been waiting

sixteen years for today's opportunity to follow in the footsteps of his late father -- to become Sheriff

of Sluice County, Colorado. What he's offered, however, isn't what he's expecting. And for Wolf,

refusing turns out to be harder, and much deadlier, than anticipated.When a rich and powerful

enemy corrupts the SCSD from within, Wolf becomes hunted by his own department, along with a

special forces killing machine who's psychotic lust for blood is never denied.In this action-packed

second David Wolf novel, Wolf draws on all his skills to evade certain death in the high Rocky

Mountain forest, and in the process unveils a disturbing mystery. One that if he can unravel, will do

no less than rewrite his entire past, and ensure he's around to see his future. DAVID WOLF BOOKS

IN ORDERForeign Deceit (David Wolf Book 1)The Silversmith (David Wolf Book 2)Alive and Killing

(David Wolf Book 3)Deadly Conditions (David Wolf Book 4)Cold Lake (David Wolf Book 5)Smoked

Out (David Wolf Book 6)To the Bone (David Wolf Book 7)Dire (David Wolf Book 8) - COMING
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A thoroughly enjoyable man placed in "unenjoyable" situations and problems. We call in the law

when things are out of control. This would be the man to call. Weaving thru small town personalities

and politics Sheriff Wolf sorts and deliver justice while taking us on a very entertaining ride. I look

forward to each new one .

This series of books are terrific. The David Wolf character is so well developed, as are the other

characters. I couldn't put them down having read 3 of the books consecutively. I highly recommend

them.

I read one of the later books and decided to try these first two. Even giving the author lots of slack

for these being early efforts, they were not worth reading. I hung on for the promised revelations at

the end, but the revelations weren't interesting. Most of the loose ends were wrapped up, but by

extraordinarily tired plot devices and improbable characters made of thin cardboard. Maybe the

author got as tired of the book as I did.The part of the first book that is set in Italy has a nonstop

pace and good descriptions of the area that I do not know well, so I gave him a star for that. The

main character is pretty much superhuman in this part, but I'll give the author slack on that since he

is a former Army Ranger. I gave it another star for an interesting description of the way some nice

people respond to pressure.The book reads like a wannabe Craig Johnson, and maybe the later

books can get closer to that with less-trite writing. There is a smidgen of character development in

the main character, but unlike Johnson, this author doesn't do a good job of handling the clueless



parts of his character's psyche.

that would closely compare to the Joe Pickett series, but these come close. Mr. Carson never

ceases to amaze me with his ability to keep neon the edge until the final sentence is complete. I

sincerely recommend these books to anyone who likes good mysteries as I assure you I am

hooked.

The Silversmith lives up to all the expectations one has after reading the first of the series, Foreign

Deceit. Wolf's character develops more deeply as he's thrown into decades-long deceit and greed.

The at-home battles are deadly and his survival is not assured as he calls on all his wit and

resources to right some old wrongs and clear the twisting path to the Sheriff's badge.

It's a good thing the author included the second book as I would have been very disappointed to

find that the first novel leaves one hanging at the end. Ya gotta read the second to come to the

conclusion. Couple of editing errors but nothing serious. Recommended.

If you are a fan of C.J Box or Craig Johnson, you will love Jeff Carson's books! My biggest gripe is

that he doesn't write fast enough. Get off the golf course and put pen to paper or fingers to

keyboard......

Started to read Jeff Carson books with "To The Bone", now I really know about David Wolf. First

book "Foreign Deceit" his ad adventures in Italy, beautiful city Lecco's about his brother and who

and why he was killed. Second book "The Silversmith" what happened after he came home. His

ex-wife, land deals and small town politics. Do not turn the pages fast, you might want to but you

might miss something.
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